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where Tuscany & the Hill Country 
intersect, friends gather



“I wanted it to look like it had been standing for 200 years  —  
 but with all new stuff.”    Don Grogg.
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A couple of Houston transplants, Don and Donna Grogg are as compatible as two 
sides of the same coin. Married for 45 years, Don does all the cooking. Donna calls 
herself the clean-up committee.

Something old,
Something new

At left, looking down from Donna Grogg’s upstairs balcony-office 
at the dining table, illuminated with cable lights to avoid shadows 
while dining. The floors and table are made from reclaimed wood; 
the chairs are custom built. 

Don and Donna Grogg moved from Houston to the Hill Country about five 
years ago, planning to retire. They built the house of their dreams and made 
the move, but they haven’t retired.

Don still works for the company he sold in 2012, selling industrial 
equipment for the oil, chemical, mining, power and environmental 
industries.

“I’m having too much fun to retire,” Don said. “I’m having a lot more 
fun now than I ever did when I owned the place.”

Selling pumps, mixers and non-metallic tanks occupies a lot of Don’s time 
as successful careers do, but he also is trained chef and wine connoisseur. 
He writes a food column for the Comanche Trace Lifestyle magazine, and he 
appreciates and collects a wide variety of art.

Donna, a career second-grade teacher, mentors several young girls in 
Kerrville and substitute teaches for Notre Dame Catholic School and the  

Kerrville Independent School District. She’s collected dolls for 20-plus years 
and displays them in a floor-to-ceiling showcase in her office. Her collection 
includes original Marie Osmond and Annette Funicello dolls, and other dolls 
she finds at craft shows.
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Above, Donna Grogg  with one of the dolls in her collection.
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That Old World Feel
Don and Donna also wanted their new home to have 

an Old World feel. Years ago, while Don was working in 
Germany, he traveled to Italy to meet up with Linda and 
George Unti, good friends who own one of the Groggs’ 
favorite wineries. Linda is an artist whose work the 
Groggs collect.

“I was so inspired by those old buildings that survived 
the war, buildings with walls 3-feet thick. I wanted a 
house with the Old World feel of a Tuscan-style villa but 
with modern and energy efficient features. I wanted it to 
look like it had been standing for 200 years — but with 
all new stuff,” Don said.

The discriminating chef
By new stuff, Don means state-of-the-art equipment for 

a chef’s kitchen and a wine cellar.
The well-stocked wine cellar is kept at about 60 degrees, 

has a cork floor and holds more than 1,000 bottles of wine 
to accompany the gourmet meals Don prepares, be it a 
snack for two or a multi-course feast for12.

Don chose American-made Viking appliances because 
of Viking’s service track record: a six-burner range 
with two convection ovens, a griddle and grill; and a 
combination steam-convection oven. Next to the oven is 
a warming drawer for coffee mugs, soup bowls and such. 
Granite counters are clutter-free.

On one side of the 21-foot-long kitchen is a wet bar. 
On the opposite side of the room is another wet bar that 
Donna claims as her own and calls “the ice tea bar.” Two dishwashers support 
the clean-up committee. 

Around the corner from the ice tea bar is a working pantry, where the sous 
vide cooker stays, along with a meat slicer, mixers and other appliances. The 
cabinet drawers on the wall adjacent to the wine cellar were customized to create 
a root cellar for vegetables, utilizing cool air from the wine cellar.

Characters welcome
The kitchen may be all new — but that doesn’t mean flawless.
“I like things with character,” Donna said, pointing out the knots in the alder 

wood cabinet doors and the spots of unevenness on the surface of the dining table.
The Groggs invited even more characters to their home by using reclaimed wood 

throughout the house.
Case in point: The smooth-to-the-touch, weathered red and white oak floors 

were salvaged from a barn and fence on a thoroughbred horse farm near 
Lexington, 
Kentucky; and the 
mantel and pillars 
were made from 
a 30-foot beam 
of long leaf pine 
that supported a 
tobacco drying barn 
in Virginia in the 
1820s.

“Everything here 
has a story,” Don 
said. 

Three views of kitchen work space.
Top, the arch opening in the stone wall leads to the wine cellar; the open alder wood 
door to a utility room. A laundry chute from upstairs.
Above, the working pantry. Some of the drawers are cooled with air from the wine cel-
lar to store vegetables.
Left, Granite counters, Donna’s ice tea bar and Viking appliances.
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the view

The Groggs wanted the home they 
would live in for the rest of their lives 
to have a beautiful view, which is one 
reason they decided to move to the 
Hill Country.

The western facing backyard in Don 
and Donna Grogg’s home provides a 
perfect spot for viewing a sunset, a 
drizzling winterscape or the hills and 
native wildlife. Brenda Wiederkehr 
designed and made a copper fountain 
that sits in one corner of an infinity 
swimming pool. Water slips over the 
negative edge of the pool and slides 
down a 16-foot wall (courtesy of 
gravity) then recirculates back through 
“The Dripping Oak.”

Wiederkehr designed a low-
maintenance yard for the Grogg’s 
home, utilizing lots of mulch, drought 
tolerant plants, and, in keeping with 
the Tuscany inspiration, olive trees.

Brenda Wiederkehr is an award-winning 
licensed landscape architect with a Bachelor of 

Science in horticulture from The University of 
Arkansas and a Master of Landscape  

Architecture degree from Louisiana State  
University. She offers site planning, landscape 

and lighting design, specifications and  
construction observation.   

Photo by Bev Barr/ Bev.Barr@dailytimes.com

“We watched one too 
many beautiful sunsets 
while drinking good wine 
with good friends,” Don 
said. “Simple as that.”
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The first consideration for this design was the site specific parameters. 
The site was shallow with a fantastic view from the rear. The swimming 
pool would sit near the rear of the property and drop off for great viewing 
from the pool, with the fantastic tree fountain as part of the environment.

The Tuscan style home is accented with unique stone work. Weathered 
wood lintels give an old world feel to the façade and a special selection of 
mixed colors of barrel tile gives the roof a special old world Tuscan feel.

As for the interior, the high ceilings in the entry offer a high transom 
opening over the entrance into the living room. These openings are 
supported by layered wood beams which span the thick old world plaster-
over-stone walls effect. 

There is a high “barrel” ceiling which spans the living room, dining 
room and the two upper level studies.

To replicate this barrel ceiling we designed a large stone arch opening 
between the kitchen and dining area. This stone arch wall extends upward 
to provide the railing for the upper level studies, which are open to the 
living and dining areas. This gives the “great room” real depth.

At the other end of this room is a massive stone wall with an old world 
“Rumford” fireplace. This fireplace has an unbelievable heating capacity.

In the ceiling of this room are a series of rhythmical arch wood beams 
with Tuscan style wood corbels assisting in their support.

The kitchen is an open concept with a full view of the dining/living 
areas. Because an open concept type kitchen layout has limited cabinetry, 
we provided a large, working pantry which houses appliances and 
equipment for the discerning chef, which Don is.

From the dining room, there is not only a rear view, one can enjoy an 
old world feel from a high, large arch top window which provides much 
needed additional light. 

The entrance to the climatically controlled wine room is a stone archway 
with an iron and glass door.

Mickey Thompson is the owner and primary designer of Texas Home 
Plans.
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Architect

Meet some of the people who made it happen
Left, Don and Donna 
Grogg wanted their new 
home to have an old- 
world feel.  
Architect Mickey  
Thompson captured 
the Italian architectural 
style with details such as 
the stone-filled arches, 
mock windows, the same 
shape as real 
windows in the house. 

Below, his and her  
offices over the kitchen 
look out over the great 
room with barrel  
ceiling.

Comfort sculptor Kevin 
Rackley carved a  
sculpture of an apple 
core suggestive of a 
woman’s form out of 
the trunk of an apple 
tree which was struck 
by lightning. Rackley 
named the work  
“Original Sin” and it is  
displayed along with 
other artwork in the 
Groggs’ home.

“Without Nancy, 
I don’t think we 
would be finished 
yet.” 

Donna Grogg

By Mickey Thompson
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Don came in, the first time we met, and said he 
didn’t want chandeliers or recessed cans. He had 
a picture of what he wanted in the house, and it 
needed illumination —  but he didn’t want to take 
away or distract from all the details — the wine 
bottles in the walls, things like that.

I approached him with the idea of low-voltage 
cable lighting, and he immediately liked the idea. 
We also put a big fan in there. And some black metal 
sconces on the fireplace wall that had an Old-World 
feel.

Of course, the wine cellar was important to get 
right. He wanted the focal point to be on the wine 
bottles themselves, so we put a low voltage track in 
there. ... it worked out real well. We put low voltage 
recessed cans in the offices as well.

Outside, we installed fans made by Fanimation. 
The style is “Extraordinaire.” It really is a new 
concept fan, just came out about a year and a half 
ago. It’s an oscillating ceiling fan, really moves the air 
around in a 6-to-8 foot area.

The only complaint I’ve had about those fans (not 
from the Groggs) is that they can be a little noisy, but 
they are fine when installed on 9-or-10 foot ceilings. 
I recently installed them inside the house, in one of 
the contemporary homes in the Parade Home Tour, 
in Fredericksburg. People really liked them, and they 
work very well with the contemporary look. They 
have new colors now too: black, white and brushed 
nickel.

Don and Donna were awesome to work with, very 
receptive to ideas and open to recommendations.

As told to Bev Barr

Nancy Watts of Nancy Watts Interiors  
Incorporated worked closely with Don and 
Donna, the architect, builders, Hill Country 
Lighting and other subcontractors during the  
construction of the Groggs’ home. 

Mark Green, sales manager for Hill Country  
Lighting, took care of all the lighting needs for the 
Groggs’ new home.

Art and Dustin Lenard both worked on the Groggs’ home: 
general contractor and finish work respectively. Father 
and son have formed their own construction business, 
Lenard and Son Construction Company, in Kerrville.
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That was one of the most wonderful jobs to 
work on, so much fun ... so many funny stories.

Don is a trained chef and so he needed a chef’s 
kitchen. One day we were all together at the 
cabinet shop — Don, Donna, the cabinet maker, 
Steve Briggs, Art Lenard, the builder — and 
we were standing in a big circle planning the 
kitchen, and I mean we were making big plans — 
discussing the hood over the stove, designing the 
rock facade to go around the hood and things like 
that, when all of a sudden Don holds up his hands 
and makes the time-out signal and says, “Whoa 
whoa whoa! Folks this is a commercial kitchen. 
I’ve spent so and so dollars on Viking appliances 
and I’ve got a stainless steel hood that will draw 
the freckles off your face. There will be no rock 
going around this hood.” Needless to say, that is 
no average kitchen.

Many of the furnishings are from Rustic 
Elegance, the chairs were custom made. I knew 
the chairs had to be comfortable, because they 
spend hours around that table with friends with 
all the many course meals Don prepares. I knew 
that the No. 1 thing was to find the best made 
chair, one that wouldn’t bottom-out half an hour 
after sitting down. Once we found that, the fabric 
and all that was easy.

As told to Bev Barr

Tom Holden/Times Photo Editor, photo@dailytimes.com

Decorator Lighting Consultant Contractor, Builder,

Finish Carpenter
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When it comes to 
construction, surprises 
are to be expected: 
People change their 
minds, can’t make 
up their minds or 
the builders discover 
something unforeseen.

“Even though the 
site was challenging 
and the house so 
incredibly unique, all 
of the surprises really 
were good surprises,”  
Art Lenard said.

 

Getting the rough right
General contractor Art Lenard describes the process 

of capturing the rough stonework Don envisioned as 
practically comical. They tore a test wall down several 
times and practiced getting the work loose and rugged 
enough to continue.

In contrast to the coarse rocky stone walls, Rick 
Blackburn captured the Old World elegance of fresco 
with layers of expertly applied cool plaster.

Courtesy photo

Above: A crane was required to 
lift and place the fountain in the  
backyard of the Groggs’ home.
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Wine and Wisdom (above) is a painting of Don's father's hands. It is one of my very favorite paintings 
and is quite popular with my art customers. I always tell the story about how old Johnny is (I think he 
was 90 or 92 at the time) and that he helped his neighbors with their yards, lives on his own, et cetera. 
Neighbors invite him over for wine and often dinner to repay him. This was one of those evenings and 
the neighbor sent Don multiple photos and Don sent them to me. I had never done a real up close and 
personal study of hands, but I asked for permission to use the images from the neighbor, received it 
and started my first painting of hands. As with most paintings, the images just spoke to me as I painted. 
And while I had not done it before, I was pleased with the results.  His life is represented by those well 
manicured, well used hands.  My customers love the painting because of the story it tells.    — Linda Utni
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Full Circle
Displayed on 

the beautiful walls 
is a collection of 
approximately a dozen 
original watercolors or 
Giclée’s by Linda Unti, 
the subjects of which 
are often of Tuscany. 
Linda uses photographs 
as resources for 
the subjects of her 
paintings, integrating 
bits of images for 
details to compose 
a painting. Pieces of 
Don’s own photographs 
emerge in some of 
Linda’s work.

Sometimes the subject 
of art is closer to home as 
in “Wine and Wisdom,” 
a watercolor detailing 
the hand of Don’s father 
holding a glass of wine.
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Friends, Family

Above: Friends inspire friends. Linda and 
George Utni, owners of Utni Vineyards in  
Sonoma County,  traveled with Don Grogg 
in Tuscany years ago, a trip that continues to 
inspire the friends.


